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UW Tacoma students set out to build
Rubik’s Cube-solving robot
The Math Club, IEEE, HuSCII Coding and WiCs are coming together
to completea robot that will be able to solve Rubik’s Cubes.
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By Mitchell Fermo
News Reporter
Four UW Tacoma clubs — the Math
Club, the UWT chapter of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
HuSCII Coding and Women in Coding
— have come together in order to build
a robot that will be able to solve a Rubik’s Cube. The end goal for this club
collaboration is to have the robot ready
by May to show off during the MiniMaker Faire.
Meeting every other Friday in JOY
110, this project was initiated by Katalina Biondi — Associated Students of
UWT senator for the Institute of Technology and vice president of the Math
Club. Biondi brought the four clubs
together as part of a goal set by herself,
the Math Club and ASUWT.
“[This project] started when [the]
Math Club was talking about our goals
for the next year and what we wanted
to do,” Biondi said. “I thought it would
be really cool to work on a project to
include other clubs. It also worked out
because, as a senator, we have to make
SMART goals every year. One of my
goals was that I really wanted to work
on a project that used a lot of RSO col-
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The robot is still in its formative stage, with different clubs being placed in charge of
different tasks, such as preparations for coding and ideas for the design of the robot.

laboration ... to get underclassmen involved and let the school know that clubs
can work together.”
ASUWT board and senate members
have been making it a point this year to
work more on getting clubs to collaborate with each other. During the spring
elections, several board and senate
members ran on a platform supporting
more on-campus cross-organizational
communication and collaboration. This

project, besides including four clubs,
brings together students from the Science and Mathematics division and
School of Engineering and Technology.
Along with UWT organizations, the
Science, Technology, Engineering Arts
and Mathematics Learning Network
— known as STEAM, a collaboration
network organized by Graduate Tacoma! — as well as members of the greater Tacoma STEM community are hop-

ing to bring a Mini-Maker Faire to the
UWT campus in May.
The Maker Faire is a globally travelling exhibition dedicated to tinkerers and engineers and their creations.
Mini-Maker Faires are smaller, community-driven fairs. Seattle recently
held a Mini-Makers Faire in August
where robot enthusiasts, among other groups of people, were able to show
off what they made
Members collaborating on this
project hope to learn many different
useful life experiences from this collaboration. The project promotes
learning better social skills and interactions amongst multiple smaller
groups, which is reflective of realworld work environments.
Addie Jacobsen, president of Math
Club, believes that this project will
help many students be able to better
explain the language of mathematics
to the uninitiated.
“It’s a very powerful skill to be able
to have an abstract level of mathematics
in your backpocket and being able to
communicate that to people,” Jacobsen
said. “Being able to put that in everyday
language so people [without a] math
major can understand is a valuable skill.”

UWT offers new American popular cultures minor
UWT’s new minor in American popular cultures aims to teach
students about the culture that is all around us.
By Ella Lucente
News Reporter
As of this quarter, the Division of
Culture, Arts and Communication at
the School of Interdisciplinary Arts
and Sciences has begun offering a new
minor called American popular cultures. According to the program’s website, the minor “[p]rovides students
with the opportunity to critically analyze popular culture, its production and
its consumption from an interdisciplinary perspective.”
The name of the program, American
popular cultures, was chosen to emphasize that there are many different cultures in the United States.
“Rather than just thinking of popular culture as one monolith, we want to
think of popular culture in all of its diversity,” Dr. Ed Chamberlain, assistant
professor of American studies & literature, said. “We wanted students to think
about how there’s really various kinds
of popular cultures.”
The 25-credit minor requires two
five-credit foundational courses in
American popular culture: Introduction
to Popular Culture — which provides

students with a broad overview of
American popular media — and a
400-level project-oriented class called
Studies in U.S. Popular Culture. The
remaining credits can be satisfied by the
list of approved topical courses listed on
the minor’s webpage.
Several classes offered in the minor
address American popular culture as a
whole, while others focus on media
representations of specific cultures and
groups, such as African-Americans,
Native-Americans and Latinos.
“These classes speak to Latinx lives
[that will] help students have a better
understanding of what’s going on around
us,” Chamberlain said. “[They] also speak
to the issues, problems and difficulties
that folks are facing in today’s world.”
The American popular cultures minor was designed to integrate into a
variety of humanities majors.
“We felt we could offer additional
options to the students that would be
helpful [and] ... relevant to the work that
they’re doing, to their studies [and] to
their interests,” Chamberlain said.
The minor will also benefit students
in other IAS majors, including communications and writing studies. According
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The American popular cultures minor gives students a chance to think critically about
the media they consume.

to their webpage, the program will also,
“serve students who have an interest in
pursuing graduate school, teaching, writing or working in creative industries.”
Chamberlain believes that this new
minor will provide a curriculum that
students will enjoy and learn from.
“By having these skills, [the minor]
will help [students] to understand what
is going on and it will help them to pro-

duce interesting and compelling work
that will catch people’s attention and
help people to tell stories ... that can
provide a commentary on problems or
issues in our world today,” Chamberlain
said. “There’s value in thinking more
deeply about American culture and society. By doing so, we can have a better
understanding of what America is [and]
who Americans are.”
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Get Out the Vote Rally encouraged students to vote
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UWT hosted Get Out the Vote Rally Nov. 2 with US Sen. Maria Cantwell and US Rep. Derek Kilmer in attendance. Students
and community members met with local politicians and listened to their campaign goals and speeches.
By Leticia Bennett
News Editor

U

.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell and U.S.
Rep. Derek Kilmer of Washington’s sixth congressional district
visited UW Tacoma Nov. 2 as part of the
Get Out the Vote Rally. The rally was
hosted by the Young Democrats of Washington and held in William W. Philip
Hall. The goal of rally was to encourage
support for Cantwell’s re-election campaign and also increase voter turnout by
inspiring others to vote.
Before the rally, students and community members had the opportunity
to mingle with various candidates and
former politicians. There were buttons,
shirts and other items available for attendees in support of Cantwell’s campaign. Attendees also had the option to
sign up to volunteer to aid the candidates.
The event began when Cantwell and
Kilmer arrived. The politicians gathered
at the front of the room and Victoria
Woodards, mayor of the city of Tacoma,
spoke first. Woodards told the crowd
about the importance of voting and helping others vote. She lead the rally with
the motto, “Fired up, ready to go!”
“There are only four days left. If you
don’t have a plan, get a plan to vote,”
Woodards said. “We cannot rely on oth-

H

ers to win these races. We have to vote!
So make sure that you not only make a
plan ... but help five others make sure
they have a plan.”
Woodards was followed by several
other local candidates who gave speeches about their campaign goals that ranged
from healthcare and education to affordable housing. Kilmer encouraged guests
to really think about who they want to
be making decisions for them because
elected candidates have an important
impact on shaping and carrying out issues on the ballot.
“How do you want to feel [after
election day?]” Kilmer asked. “Do you
want to know that we knocked on
every door and called every person?
Because what’s on the ballot is healthcare. [For] every one of you students
here, college affordability is on the
ballot. An economy that works for
everyone is on the ballot. Civil rights
and voting rights and progress in that
is on the ballot.”
Following Kilmer’s remarks,
Cantwell spoke and encouraged Pierce
County residents to get out and vote.
“That’s why we’re all here this afternoon with four days left,” Cantwell
said. “To just encourage people to get
out and vote. We got to go out into
this weekend getting every single per-
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U.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell (right) and U.S. Rep. Derek Kilmer (left) spoke about the importance of voting as part of the Get Out the
Vote Rally.

son we can in Pierce County to go and
vote because, as Derek just said, it
could mean the difference between
someone winning and losing. It could
mean the difference of who controls
the legislature and who doesn’t.”
Cantwell then went on to describe
her past achievements, one of them being
the creation of the University of Washington branch campuses: UW Tacoma
and UW Bothell. She also explained her

re-election campaign goals that included
net neutrality — the principle that internet service providers should treat all data
on the internet equally and not discriminate against or charge users differently
— affordable housing, including housing
for homeless students, healthcare and the
continuing expansion of Medicaid.
She also stressed the importance of
allowing individuals with pre-existing
conditions to be covered by healthcare.

Lastly, she explained her goals for preparing for the future economy by creating more apprenticeships, developing
better skill training and increasing
opportunities for young people to become educated.
“These are things we want to do,”
Cantwell said. “We just got to get by
this Tuesday and get the votes in for
people that will help us make these
policies a reality.”

is your favorite tune to listen to
uskies in the hallway: What
on your commute to UWT and why?
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Nolan Hibbard-Pelly
Freshman
Premajor

Jamison Spence
Sophomore
Biomed projected

Dana Edgington
Junior
Computer Science

Kaitlin Argabright
Senior
Psychology

Dr. Sarah Chavez
Professor
Writing Studies

“Vulfpeck
soundtrack, they
get me hyped.”

“‘We Belong’ by Pat
Benatar. It was in
‘Deadpool’ and
this song is lit
and relaxing.”

“‘Happier’ by Ed
Sheeran. Even
though it’s a sad
song, it makes
me happy.”

“‘Fine’ by Spencer
Sutherland
because it relates
to my life.”

“Awkwafina's
'Yellow Ranger.'
I seek out
female rappers,
subverting the
stereotypes of
conventional
rap music.”
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Meet Dr. David Coon

Dr. David Coon may travel long distance for a roller coaster,
but you can take his improv class right on campus!
By Ella Lucente
Opinion & A&E Editor

Fun Facts About Dr. Coon:

D

avid R. Coon, Ph.D., is an associate professor of media studies and the Culture, Arts
and Communication division vice chair
here at UW Tacoma. He brings a passion for film
and media into the classroom, and enjoys the
unique perspectives his students offer. Within his
busy schedule, he sat down with the Ledger to tell
us a little about himself and his hobbies.
Q WHERE DID YOU ATTEND COLLEGE, AND WHAT
WAS YOUR FOCUS IN STUDY?
A I got my bachelor’s degrees in business administration and mass communication from Miami
University, and within the communication program
I had an emphasis on video production. In the
business program, my emphasis was on marketing.
After working for a few years, I went back to school
and got my master’s degree in popular culture from
Bowling Green State University and from there I
did my Ph.D. in communication and culture with
a minor in gender studies at Indiana University.
Q HOW DID YOU DECIDE TO STUDY WHAT
YOU STUDY?
A It was actually a family trip to Universal Studios
that led to a fascination with film and television
editing. I started doing some of my own editing
and shooting and kind of just playing with video
production and decided that’s what I really wanted to do. So I ended up shifting my focus in college
to emphasize media production, kept the business
degree as a backup, and pursued film and media

• He used to be involved in improvisational

theater and improv comedy, and created
a class on improv theater you can
take here at UW Tacoma!
• He loves roller coasters and will travel
a long distance for a good one.
• His favorite films include “American Beauty,” “A
Fish Called Wanda” and “Thelma and Louise.”
• His favorite TV shows include “American
Horror Story,” “Jeopardy!” and “Twin
Peaks,” which is his all time favorite. Dr.
Coon also watches a lot of “The Golden
Girls,” which he finds “soothing.”
production for a few years after college. While I
enjoyed working on that, I began to realize that I
missed the opportunity to study and analyze media. I enjoyed producing videos, but I was always
doing it for someone else. So that’s when I decided
to go back to graduate school.
Q WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT TEACHING
AT UWT?
A Teaching allows me to keep learning, which I
really enjoy. I always get to explore new things. The
students here come from such a wide variety of
backgrounds and the perspectives they bring to
what we’re studying make things very interesting.
I really enjoy the variety of perspectives offered by
the members of our campus community.
Q WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR HOBBIES?
A Where did hobbies go? One of the challenges
is that activities that a lot of people do in their free
time is so tied to my work ... I enjoy going to movies, but it’s hard to completely separate that from

Teaching allows me to keep learning, which I really enjoy.” —Dr. David R. Coon.

my work. I enjoy watching TV but, often tied to
work. So to get completely away from work, I enjoy running, occasionally hiking. I don’t know that
I enjoy gardening, but the yard gets out of control
pretty quickly, so I put time into that to keep the
neighbors from disliking me.
Q WHAT ADVICE CANYOU OFFER UNDERGRAD
STUDENTS?
A I would encourage people to take advantage
of the opportunities offered on campus that
aren’t directly tied to classes. Whether it’s student organizations or lectures, or events that
happen on campus in the evenings, or even just
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things that are going on around town that might
build on what’s going on in classes but not be
directly tied to it. I know a lot of students have
jobs and they have families, and so sometimes
just managing their course work is all they
really have time for, but there’s a lot more to
learning beyond that. I know, for me as an
undergraduate, I think the most valuable things
I learned were through the extracurricular activities I was involved with. Not to discount
what goes on in courses, of course, but seeking
out additional learning opportunities that will
enhance coursework is definitely worthwhile.

UWT honors veterans with 1,642 flag display
All 3 UW campuses celebrated this Veterans Day — exactly 100 years since the Armistice. The UWT campus
honored active duty military members and veterans with a flag display and a range of events.
By Kelsie Abram & Leticia Bennett
Editor-in-Chief & News Editor
This Veteran’s Day, all three University of Washington campuses reflected
on the 100 years since the end of World
War I and honored the lives that have
been lost in service to our country. In
remembrance of those lives, UW Tacoma
displayed 1,642 American flags along the
Prairie Line Trail.
“Our flag display of 1,642 American
flags remembers those Washington men
who served during WWI in the Army,
Navy, Marines and Coast Guard who
made the ultimate sacrifice during their
time in service,” Rosalynn Johnson, the
associate director of the Veteran and
Military Resource Center, said.
Veterans Day began as Armistice Day
Nov. 11, 1919 — one year after World
War I ended. This holiday was created to
remember the 11th hour of the 11th day
of the 11th month, which is the date and
time of the signing of the Armistice to
end WWI. After World War II, the United States began to recognize Nov. 11 as
Veterans Day — a day to remember veterans of all conflicts.
“Since I’m a veteran,” Johnson said,

To learn more about the Veteran and
Military Resource Center, visit:
tacoma.uw.edu/veteransmilitary/veteran-militaryresource-center
To register for the sponsored
TEDx discount, visit:
www.eventbrite.com/e/tedxtacoma-transitions-bridging-thegap-tickets-50766266269

UW Tacoma's display of 1,642 American flags, located along the Prairie Line Trail.

“It’s very humbling to reflect on those
who served before and after me and to
remember the hardships endured by
all veterans in conflict, whether it be
veterans from WWI, the Korean War,
the Vietnam War, the current War on
Terrorism, and all the other conflicts
that our men and women are called
upon to serve in.”
The Veteran and Military Resource
Center — located in TLB 307A — is
known to predominantly serve students

with a military connection, with the
exception of the entrepreneurship program which is available to everyone on
campus and in the community. The
Center has two staffs — Veteran and
Military Services staff and the Veterans
Incubator for Better Entrepreneurship
— that help military students access
their VA educational benefits and state
tuition waivers. They also provide an
applied training environment that supports military veterans’ entrepreneurial
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aspirations and understanding of the
modern startup lifecycle.
The Center hosts events in appreciation for Veterans Day, and many others throughout the year. The next event
is a TEDx Tacoma that will be held at
the American Lakes Conference Center
on Joint Base Lewis-McChord Nov. 16
5–8 p.m. The talk, “Transitions: Bridging the Gap,” focuses on transitions
throughout different moments of life.
TEDx is a program of local, self-orga-

nized events that bring people together
to share TED-like experiences. Tickets
for current military and spouses are $15
each and 28 UWT students can get half
off general admission through a limited
sponsorship by Chancellor Pagano.
Nov. 16, members of the UW Tacoma Veteran and Military Resource
Center will also be volunteering at the
Veteran Stand Down event put on by
the Washington State Department of
Veterans Affairs at the Olympia National Guard Armory. It will start at 7
a.m. and run until noon. Volunteers of
the event will assist homeless veterans
to gain access to local resources, pass
out winter supplies and personal hygiene products, and help serve breakfast and lunch.
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Opinion: Tips for commuter students
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Quick tips for students who are always on the go
By Christian Bell
Opinion Columnist
UWT is a smaller campus with a
larger commuter student community.
Commuter students have a unique
take on college life. Whether you’re a
public transportation novice or somewhat of an expert on the routes, below
are a few things every commuter student should know:
DON’T LET COMMUTING LESSEN
YOURCOLLEGE EXPERIENCE
During my freshman year of college,
I remember feeling worried that commuting from home might mean I would
miss out on the “college experience” as
defined by movies like “Neighbors” and
“Pitch Perfect.” It’s good to know, however, that college is not like the Hollywood movies — but that doesn’t mean
it can’t be a great time. Commuters can
make the most out of their college experience by getting involved in several clubs
on campus, attending events like an open
mic night or making new friends by playing video games at the Dawg House. Your
college experience is what you make it
out to be — and if you’re feeling spontaneous, you could always create your own
acapella group. Who knows, you might
become as popular as “Pitch Perfect’s”
Barton Bellas.
PLAN WISELY
Whether it’s a 15 minute drive or

Oh the places you’ll go ...

an hour long bus ride, as commuters
we must always be prepared. So before
leaving the house, be sure to check the
weather forecast. Rain or snow, the
weather can have dramatic effects on
your route. If you drive, keep a spare
jacket in the trunk. This way, you’ll save
yourself the cold, soggy agony that results from not having a coat when the
weather suddenly changes. As Washingtonians, we are no stranger to the
bipolar weather.
Another important part of wise
planning is being early. No one wants
to be late to their midterm exam. Leaving the house at least 20 minutes
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early means more time spent on grabbing coffee or studying at the library
and less time spent on internally — or
for some, externally — yelling at unmoving traffic. Lastly, pack these essentials: cash, snacks and a phone
charger. Because we all occasionally
forget our UPASS, run low on gas or
are starving after a two-hour lecture,
it always helps to carry a little bit of
money on you. If the food around
campus is too expensive for your budget, you should pack a snack. Healthy
snacks like trail mix or fruit will help
you power through the rest of your
day. Your phone is also one of the most

important tools you own. What happens if you end up with a flat tire? Or,
despite your best efforts, you are running late to a group meeting? You can
use your cellphone to text, send an
email or instant message your professor and classmates. Make sure to have
a charger so you’ll be ready in case of
an emergency.
THE U-PASS IS GOLDEN
The U-PASS is more than your
ordinary bus pass. In addition to unlimited bus rides, students also enjoy
boundless trips on the sounder train
and the Link light rail. The U-PASS is
unique and I’ve found the Orca pass
discounts offered by some community colleges pale in comparison. Before transferring to UWT, I paid a
whopping $120 per year for a discounted Orca card. This quarter,
UWT’s U-PASS only cost me $45. The
U-PASS will soon become a universal
program for students. Whether you
use public transportation to regularly
get to campus or not, there are far too
many advantages of the pass for students to not put it to use.
THERE’S MORE THAN ONE WAY
TO COMMUTE
One of the best things about UWT
is the plethora of transportation options students have. For those interested in carsharing, students can sign
up for the Rideshare Ridematch pro-

gram or book a vehicle with Zipcar.
UWT’s partnership with Zipcar grants
students, faculty and staff a discounted membership — which includes
insurance, gas and maintenance. If
one is interested in taking the link,
approximately every 12 minutes anyone can enjoy a complimentary ride
on the Tacoma Link. Another popular
option is bicycling. Use the campus
map on UWT’s website to find where
the many bike racks are located around
campus. If you don’t own a bike,
download the Lime Bike or Bird app
and utilize the new bikes and scooters
for a small fee to ride to your next
destination.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SAFETY
ESCORT PROGRAM
With the rise of school shootings,
sexual assaults and racial tension, universities across the nation are being
tasked with improving the security
and safety of their campus grounds.
For commuters with nighttime classes, walking back to one’s car alone can
be frightening. If you ever find yourself feeling unsafe on campus, please
utilize the Safety Escort program at
UWT. If you are parked within UWT’s
campus boundaries, the Campus
Safety Officers in this program will
walk with you, and in some cases,
drive you to your car. Dial 253-692441 to request an escort.

Opinion: Political strife is brewing hate and violence on US soil
The recent shooting in Pittsburgh reminds us of our shared humanity and the
increasing threat of hateful political discourse in America.
By Alyssa Tatro
Opinion Columnist
America has become increasingly
contentious and divided over the past
couple of years. Our nation has witnessed
with wide eyes and growing anger all of
the destruction and hate that so many
have spewed into society since the beginning of the Trump administration.
The divisive and fear-filled rhetoric
that President Trump and his supporters cling to has caused unprecedented
unease and conflict between Americans
of all identities and backgrounds. There
has been an outstanding split between
Democrats and Republicans with an
attempt by the Trump administration
to divide us and play the blame game
with each other.
The media — coupled with the president’s administration — has successfully created a rift between Americans,
causing the spread of hatred, anger, and
the inability to critically discuss and problem solve as united Americans.
The acts of violence and terror in
recent years provide all the proof needed
to condemn “dog-whistle politics” — a
political tactic that uses coded language

to convey a certain message that is not
always obvious. An example of this is the
War on Drugs, which was framed as a
safety issue when the real goal was to
disproportionality imprison poor people
and communities of color.
The recent mass shooting at the Tree
of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh —
where 11 innocent people were heartlessly gunned to their deaths and
seven left injured — was another tragedy where lives were lost and a community was left in grief and fear. The
shooter’s actions were cruel, but they
are a symptom of a broader issue in
America right now: violence against
those who are deemed “other” and
hateful divisions between people.
Robert Bowers, the shooter, had been
a vocal anti-Semitic on social media platforms and went as far as to say to police
after the shooting, “I just want to kill
Jews.” In an audit done by the Anti-Defamation League in 2017, it was found
that the number of anti-Semitic incidents
across the U.S. rose by 57 percent from
the year before. The correlation between
this and comments made by Trump after
the Charlottesville Unite the Right rally
— where he refused to condemn the

actions and words of Neo-Nazis and
white supremacists — cannot be ignored.
Hate crimes against other communities have also been more prevalent
throughout the Trump administration
than in prior years. Oct. 24, a white man
— with a history of violent behavior and
making racial slurs — shot two AfricanAmericans at a Kroger grocery store in
Kentucky after his failed attempt to barge
into a predominantly black church. Nov.
2, a man opened fire into a yoga studio
in Tallahassee, Florida, killing two women and injuring five others before taking
his own life. This man was found to have
shared several racist and misogynistic
comments on YouTube videos in the past.
Another recent incident involved a
man who groped a fellow passenger in
front of him during a flight.After his arrest for sexual assault, he rationalized his
behavior to the police by saying, “The
president of the United States says it’s OK
to grab women by their private parts.”
Many of these horrific incidents have
come to light amidst the discovery of
pipe bombs that were mailed to multiple
vocal critics of Trump and individuals
whom Trump has shown dislike for, including: Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton,

We must turn our backs away from anger and fear

George Soros and Robert De Niro.
All of these stories have something
in common — hate. These criminals were
compelled to commit evil and hateful
acts against their fellow Americans, and
their actions and words show the true
spirit of the Trump administration.
This schismatic strategy of the pres-

ILLUSTRATION BY BRUNO MARQUEZ

ident is dangerous, as it has threatened
our safety, democracy and humanity. We
have to put our personal political stances aside and recognize that conflict is not
the solution. The very fate of our nation
and even the world depends on our ability to come together and find common
ground on freedom, love and respect.
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Opinion: Baseball is the best and you can’t tell me differently
The World Series shows how baseball is America’s favorite pastime

By Haiden VanDerlaske
News Repoerter

B

aseball — America’s favorite
pastime. Now that the World
Series is over, what will Americans do with their time? Baseball has
become a foundation for America, a
sport that many participate in and millions view every year. Americans come
together and bond over their favorite
televised sport every season. Baseball
has been played since 1846; with almost
200 years of existence, how could it not
be the best sport in the U.S.?
There are 30 teams in Major League
Baseball comprised of professional players all competing for one thing: to be the
World Series champions. The World
Series is the postseason seven-game
battle between the National League and
the American League. This year, the Los
Angeles Dodgers and the Boston Red
Sox competed for the championship. The
Red Sox won in game four and, sadly, the
Dodgers did not have a chance — making them the runners-up two years in a
row. The World Series is like the cherry
on top of a shared sundae, and there is
only one winner of the cherry.
It is not just the game itself that
makes it America’s favorite — it is everything included in it, the game, the
culture and the food. The sport is selfexplanatory: a player from one team
throws the ball to a player from the opposite team, batting. If the player hits
the ball then said player runs the bases
and tries to make it to home and score.
No matter the league, the concept stays
the same — the player hits the ball or
three strikes, you’re out! But you don’t

have to play for the MLB to be considered a player — there is little league,
high school ball, college ball as well as
minor league baseball. There are always
chances to play baseball and have baseball in your life.
However, you don’t have to play the
sport to love it, being a fan is a great way
to be involved as well. Anyone can easily watch a game and cheer on their
team, whether it be from the stands or
the comfort of your own living room.
It is because this sport is so easily accessible, open to anyone and everyone to
enjoy, that so much of America has
fallen in love with it. Let’s not forget
baseball’s sister sport, softball, which I
love even more — but my opinion may
be biased, I’ve played since I was 5.
There is no discrimination in this
fanbase, no certain way a person has to
be to enjoy baseball. It is a sport welcoming of everyone, the melting pot of
American sports fans — another reason
it is the best sport in the U.S.
There are so many things associated with baseball, and thus many ways
fans can be a part of the sport. The
stadium culture, fanbase, merchandise
and even fantasy teams are all part of
what makes baseball America’s true
favorite pastime. Actively supporting
your team by buying merchandise and
going to the games is a great way to be
a part of the baseball community.
Wearing your favorite player’s jersey
to the game shows support, but wearing it in everyday life shows love for
that team. Belonging to a team or being
a devoted fan brings you into a sort of
fandom community. Team fans come
together and bond over group viewings

COURTESY OF KEITH ALLISON

Congrats to Boston Red Sox on the 2018 World Series.

of games, attending home games, barbeques and themed parties.
By attending the game at the stadium, you get an even bigger taste of
why this is the best sport. You will be
surrounded by other fans who are all
there for the same reason: to enjoy
the game. It is America’s favorite because it includes getting together with
friends, eating stadium-sized hot
dogs and cheering on your favorite
team to victory.
We love baseball so much, there is
food dedicated specifically to it. The
Dodgerdog, a hot dog served at Dodg-

er stadium, is infamous for being the
best hot dog. They also have baseball
nachos, which are served in a plastic
helmet with the home team’s logo on it
— a built in souvenir! Each stadium has
a unique food item that is their best item,
what that stadium is known for.
Besides food, stadiums have this
culture and normality of being loud.
Everyone cheers for their team during
the game, boo the umpires when they
make an unfair call and even sing during the seventh inning stretch. You can
be loud and obnoxious, you’re almost
expected to be. The feeling of commu-

nity can also become almost palpable
amongst fellow fans at the stadium,
which makes it a sacred experience for
lovers of the sport.
The World Series is like winning the
lottery — two teams out of 30 compete.
It brought over 115 million viewers,
from in the stands and streaming. Although some might say that football or
basketball have the title of America’s
favorite pastime, baseball has been
around way longer and will always have
a special place in Americans’ hearts.
When you hear the word baseball, you
think of America.

The Ledger is now accepting
letters to the editor!
Submit to: ledger@uw.edu
Include:
• Your first & last name
• “Dear Editor,” as the
opening of your piece
• Respond to one of our articles
or happenings on campus
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4 simple and delicious fall recipes

7

Recipes full of festive ingredients and easy instructions suitable for the most novice of chefs.
By Alex Alderman
A&E Columnist
The air is crisp and leaves are covering the ground, which means it is time
to retreat to the kitchen and prepare some
fall comfort foods. The work and time
associated with cooking may shy college
students away from trying recipes, but
these four meals are simple and take no
more than 30 minutes each to prepare.
Read on for a dessert, appetizer, breakfast
and dinner recipe perfect to warm up
your soul this season.
PUMPKIN MUG CAKE
Not in the mood for store-bought
pumpkin pie but not really equipped to
make your own? Say no more — this
pumpkin mug cake is simple, delicious

and requires very little prep time. Pour
all of the ingredients into a mug and mix.
Microwave for two minutes. When it’s
cooled, top with whipped cream and
voila — a delicious fall treat!
SPAGHETTI SQUASH PASTA
AND SAUSAGE
This recipe takes only 30 minutes to
prepare, and is a low carb alternative to
regular spaghetti noodles. Spaghetti
squash contains 10 grams of carbohydrates per cup compared to 45 grams of
carbohydrates in regular spaghetti, making it a healthier fall dinner option. Begin
by cutting the squash lengthwise and
discarding the seeds. Place the halves on
plates cut side down and microwave
15–20 minutes until tender. In a large
skillet, heat oil over high heat. Add the

sausage and cook 4–5 minutes until
browned. Once the squash is cool enough
to handle, use a fork to separate strands.
Add the squash strands, pico de gallo,
salt and pepper to the sausage Stir to
combine and allow to heat through. Serve
and enjoy.
CREAM CHEESE STUFFED
MUSHROOMS
Packed with garlic, parmesan cheese
and a pinch of cayenne pepper, these
mushrooms make easy hors-d’oeuvres
for any fall event. Whether you need
something to prepare for a “Friendsgiving” dinner or are just wanting to try
out a new appetizer, these stuffed mushrooms are sure to do the trick. Start by
preheating the oven to 350 degrees, then
spray a baking sheet with cooking spray

and wash the mushrooms. Carefully
break the stems off of the mushrooms
and then chop the stems extremely fine.
Heat vegetable oil in a skillet over medium heat and add the minced garlic
and chopped mushroom stems once it
comes to temperature. Fry until all the
moisture disappears — but be careful
not to burn the garlic. Set aside to cool.
When the garlic and stem mixture is no
longer hot, transfer it to a mixing bowl
and add the cream cheese, parmesan
cheese, black pepper, onion powder and
cayenne pepper. The mixture should be
thick and well combined. Using a spoon,
fill each mushroom head generously
with the mixture and arrange on baking
sheet. Bake for 20 minutes, allow to cool
and enjoy.

MAPLE SWEET POTATO OATMEAL
Because it only takes seven minutes,
this is a festive breakfast that everyone
has time to make and enjoy. This maple
syrup and sweet potato morning combo
is perfect for cold fall mornings — and
is easily modifiable to meet your dietary
needs and tastes. Bring milk of your
choice to a boil in a saucepan. Once it
reaches a boil, add the oats and reduce
the heat to medium. After the milk is
mostly absorbed by the oats, add the
sweet potato, vanilla extract, cinnamon,
maple syrup and salt. Stir to combine and
add more milk if needed until you are
pleased with the consistency. Transfer to
a bowl and drizzle with maple syrup and
any other toppings you heart desires like
chopped nuts or shredded coconut.

Pumpkin Mug Cake:

Cream Cheese Stuffed
Mushrooms:

Maple Sweet Potato
Oatmeal:

Spaghetti Squash
Pasta and Sausage:

•
•
•
•
•
•

1/4 cup pumpkin puree
1/4 teaspoon pumpkin pie
spice
1/4 teaspoon baking
powder
1 teaspoon sweetener of
your choice
1 egg
2 1/2 tablespoon milk or
water

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yum!
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12 whole mushrooms
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
1 tablespoon minced garlic
1 8 ounce package cream
cheese
1/4 cup grated parmesan
cheese
1/4 teaspoon black pepper
1/4 teaspoon onion
powder
1/4 teaspoon cayenne
pepper

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 1/2 cup milk
1/2 cup quick oats
1 sweet potato, cooked
and mashed
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
extract
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
2 teaspoons maple syrup
Pinch of salt

‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ will rock you
(boom-boom-clap) out of your seats
‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ sheds light on sex, love and rock ’n’ roll in a
celebration of Queen and the legendary life of Freddie Mercury.
By Ella Lucente
Opinion & A&E Editor
We’ve grown up loving the band
Queen. Our parents nostalgically play
hits such as “Another One Bites the
Dust” and “Somebody to Love” time
and time again, allowing our generation to feel love for Freddie Mercury
and his equally as talented bandmates. The new film, “Bohemian
Rhapsody,” sheds light on the struggles Mercury and Queen endured
— including sexual and cultural
identity, the repercussions of fame
and wealth, and AIDS awareness.
The film follows Queen along their
journey to stardom. Although it emphasizes the entire band, the focal
point is frontman Mercury (Rami
Malek from “Mr. Robot”) and his
struggles. The film re-enacts how some
of Queen’s most iconic songs were
made — including “Bohemian Rhapsody” itself. These songs gave the band
unlimited success but had dark consequences on Mercury that ultimate-

ly led to his unruly death.
The messages in the film are not
only completely necessary, but also
very representative of the lives of these
stars. Mercury faced cultural identity
issues, and his struggle with this is
depicted throughout the film. Also
known by his birth name Farrokh
Bulsara, Mercury was a Parsi descendent that hid his Indian ethnicity from
the world. Although his reasoning for
doing so was not mentioned in the
film, it was revealed that he struggled
with his cultural identity enough that
he chose to change his name to “Freddie Mercury.”
“Bohemian Rhapsody” was everything and more that Queen fans
needed. Malek played an extraordinary embodiment of Mercury — with
eery likeness — truly capturing the
essence of the legend. In movies, especially ones like this, casting is so
important, and they couldn’t have
done it any better. Queen’s Brian May
(Gwilym Lee), Roger Taylor (Ben
Hardy from the “X-Men” series) and

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 medium spaghetti
squash
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 package cooked smoked
sausage
1 cup pico de gallo
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper

REVIEW

“Bohemian
Rhapsody”
★★★★★
The Good:

• The legendary Queen songs
were played nearly perfect.
• The casting, including Malek
as Mercury, was iconic.
• The obstacles Queen and
Mercury endured give
life lessons to younger
generations.
• The cinematography
was exemplary.

The Bad:
COURTEST OF 20TH CENTURY FOX

Rami Malek slays as Queen’s iconic lead singer Freddie Mercury.

John Deacon (Joe Mazzello from “The
Social Network”) did the late band’s
tribute justice. From the kind Mary
Austin (Lucy Boynton) to Mike Myers’
character of Ray Foster, the casting
was on point and was the perfect
match to re-enact these true events.
Out of all the positive aspects of
this film, there was one main flop that
left a small, sour taste in my mouth:
the lack of acknowledgment of Mercury’s sexual identity. Although they
touched on some of his struggles with

his sexual identity (i.e., the Mary Austin story), they spent only a small portion of the film focusing on his gay
lovers, including his long-lasting relationship with Jim Hutton (Aaron
McCusker from “Shameless”). The
movie touched more on his relationship with Austin than his gay partners.
Freddie Mercury was more than just
his sexual identity, but it was still a
struggle he overcame that finally allowed him to be himself. It was disappointing, to say the least, that the

• Mercury’s sexual identity
was masked by Austin’s
slight romance story.
• There was little to no
AIDS awareness.

movie barely touched on that aspect
of his life.
“Bohemian Rhapsody” satisfied
fans and shed light on some very important messages that Mercury and
Queen itself dealt with. This movie
was needed to show audiences, young
and old, the life of one of the best rock
bands of all time. Long live Freddie
Mercury — long live Queen.
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It’s your time to shine: Performing arts at Anthem
There’s nothing better than coffee — except for supporting local artists while you drink it.

By Yanna Kramarevsky
A&E Columnist

T

here’s nothing quite like an open
mic night. The sweet sound of
music, the soft glow of warm
lights and the well-bodied warmth of
coffee makes for a really cozy artistic experience. Anthem Coffee & Tea supports
up and coming local artists by offering
them a stage to share their voices and
talent during their Open Mic Night. By
partnering with UWT’s Student Activity
Board, students are encouraged to come
and be a part of the show — they even
get a 10 percent discount on the menu if
they bring their Husky student ID.
Last week’s Open Mic Night kicked
off with a young man sharing two energetic, original songs. The vivid mural of
an octopus crawling provided an impressive backdrop and a bright energy to the
stage, and the sound of whirring from
the espresso machine made for some
additional percussion. The man
strummed his sticker-covered guitar to
a fast beat, and his original tunes had the
whole cafe clapping and cheering for him.
He shared that it was his first time taking
part in an open mic and that he was anxious to perform.

LiveLoud Open Mic
Date: Nov. 20
Time: 6–9 p.m.
Location: Anthem Coffee & Tea
1911 Pacific Avenue, Tacoma,
WA 98402
Second to the stage was a young female student that sang two acapella
hymns. As she sang into the mic, the
mood in the room shifted and everyone
praised her brilliant use of vibrato and
execution of runs. Her deep voice carried
passion as she sung out the religious lyrics. The room’s high ceiling made for
fantastic acoustics.
Next to perform was local high school
student Abigail Neilson, who sang both
original music and a cover. Decked out
in tall cowboy boots and red lipstick,
Neilson began her set with an original
song called “Without You.”
“The song is just a fun love song about
acknowledging that you’ve been in love
before, but then realizing that the person
you’re currently with is the one you absolutely can’t live without,” Neilson said.
The audience was captivated by her
emotional lyrics and song-bird like voice.
Their cheering encouraged her to share

PHOTO BY YANNA KRAMAREVSKY

A young man shares his original and upbeat songs with an attentive audience.

another song, and she ended her twopiece set with a unique cover of Britney
Spears’ “Toxic.” The well-known local
artist announced the release of her most
recent single before walking off the stage
with a smile.
“I’ve always loved open mics and I’ve
been going to them since I was 13,” Neil-

son said. “It’s where I love to go and try
new music and meet new people who
love music like I do.”The diversity of acts
continued with a segment of sultry show
tunes and jazz numbers, some rapping
and more. The audience grew as the evening went on, and every artistic act was
supported with the resounding sound of

clapping and whistling.
That’s what open mics are really for:
to share and get support for your own
unique art form. Whether it be a poem,
a cover or an epic musical number, it
shows that your voice matters. Be brave
and come express yourself at Anthem’s
next Open Mic Night.

Campus Adult Ministry
It’s more than just bible studies.
By Jenny Lam
A&E Columnist
Every Thursday 7–9 p.m. at the
University Y in room 303, Campus
Adult Ministry, a passionate and diverse group of believers, meet to discuss
their daily experiences of how they
“simply do life with Christ.” The group
also hosts a weekly bible studies meeting, Wednesdays during the lunch hour
in TLB 109.
Campus Adult Ministry, also
known as CAM is a fairly new Registered Student Organization here at UW
Tacoma that was established a little
over a year ago. However, it has already
made significant impacts on many
UWT students with around 40 people
in attendance each week.
The club ministry is not a replacement for masses, but rather a partnership with local churches to grow the
Christian community on campus. The
club aims to give members a space to
include Christ in their everyday life
outside of typical Sunday worship.
However, CAM is much more than
just a Christian community that meets
for worship and bible studies. They
strive to aid their members in personal growth as well as spiritual.
“Joining CAM has helped me get
more involved with the community of
UW Tacoma. I’ve met new people,

COURTESY OF JASON MASTER

CAM's Halloween Game Night 2018.

made new friends and got more connected with God along the way,” Jason
Master, CAM’s videographer, said.
CAM President Hannah Cho also
commented on how the club has
changed her life for the better.
“CAM is family — they are my
obligation, passion and reason for who
I am today,” Cho said. “I’m so glad that,
in the end, CAM became a greater impact for the Tacoma community as well

as for myself. CAM is one of the biggest
life changing experiences I’ve ever encountered as a student here at UWT.”
However, there’s more on the agenda than just bible studies. The club also
offers a multitude of activities to keep
everyone entertained.
“We generally have ice breakers,
worship and a guest speaker,” Cho explained. “We also offer a lot of time to
mingle with everyone that attends even

after hours. There are occasional special
events like game nights [and] movie
nights ... We’ve also done homeless
outreach for the Tacoma Rescue Mission Center.”
This year, Cho has made several
changes to the club. One of which is
focusing on only one theme per meeting
rather than multiple different ones.
“Last year it was always different
because we had several different speak-

ers, but this year we are focusing on the
theme of ‘brokenness’ and what that
means to people, as well as what we can
do with our brokenness,” Cho said.
CAM has also just returned from
FallCon 2018, at Warm Beach Camp
and Conference Center in Stanwood,
that took place Nov. 3–5. It was a large
retreat with about 300 members in attendance from CAM chapters all
around the Pacific Northwest, including Pacific Lutheran University, University of Puget Sound, Gonzaga, Whitman and Washington State University.
“[The] fall conference is a huge retreat that has worship, speakers, hand
out zones and more, which is kind of
like what CAM does, but it’s way more
amplified,” Cho said.
Cho is looking forward to what the
club has in store for the remainder of
the year. She hopes to reach as much
of the UWT community as possible
with their mission.
“I pray and hope that our ministry
continues to send out a positive and
healing messages all over the city and
to the world,” Cho said.
For more information, visit:
dawgden.tacoma.uw.edu/
organization/CAM
or contact Hannah Cho at
hmcho12@uw.edu

